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Mp4 DevHawk666 NarenZag Diplo A: Using awk: awk '/text/{$0=$0 FS;next}{print $0 FS}' file
Explanation: /text/ # only print on lines that start with text. # In this case that's lines that end

in ". If you had a line that started with. text then it wouldn't be printed since it would be
matched by the pattern. { #start a block of commands $0 #this is a "field", basically

everything between the first { and } in the line. = #if the field is text and the line has a field
separator $0 FS #put text, followed by a space, followed by the field and if that was text in
the previous line then the result of doing a field separator. #If the previous line was empty,
then that's not a match so the next line won't be printed. next #skip to the next line #If the

previous line wasn't text, it'll just print whatever was in the $0 variable. #In this case that's $0
FS (the just outputted thing). #That's followed by a blank line, which means if the previous
line was a match, then we print the matched line. #If the previous line wasn't text, then we

just print whatever's in the $0 variable. } #end the block of commands #Tell awk to execute
the block of commands { #start a block of commands print #print the line. 6d1f23a050
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